Naples & the Amalfi Coast
Neighbourhoods

La Sanità & Capodimonte
Macabre burial sites, baroque staircases and hidden workshops define rough-and-tumble La Sanità, while glorious artworks and gardens await in blue-blooded Capodimonte.

Santa Lucia & Chiaia
The chicest part of town, complete with seafront vistas, high-end shopping, fashionable bars and Naples’ oldest castle.

Capri Town & the Isle of Capri
Chi-chi shopping and dining conspire with ambrosial landscapes, hikes and a spectacular grotto on this celeb-ranging island.

Toledo & Quartieri Spagnoli
Home to a glorious theatre, castle and archaeological collection, plus promenading shoppers.

Sorrento & the Amalfi Coast
A world-famous coastline, famed for its romantic coastal and hilltop towns, glittering waters and superlative seafood.

Centro Storico
Naples’ Unesco-lauded historic heart, where soul-stirring art and architecture meet vibrant street life and subterranean ruins.

Villa San Michele di Axel Munthe
Villa Lysis
Villa Jovis
Herculaneum
Mt Vesuvius
Pompeii
Ravello
Positano
Naples International Airport